
INF5830, Exercises, 3 Sept. 

Exercise 1 – Outcomes and sample spaces. (“utfall og utfallsrom”) 
We will conduct some simple experiments. You should try to define suitable sample spaces for the 
following: 

1. Form a sequence of the words Kari, Ola, liker, where each word occurs exactly once. 
2. Form a sequence of the same three words where we allow repetitions. 
3. Read a sentence and determine whether it contains a conjunction. 
4. Read a sentence less than 100 words long and count the number of verbs. 
5. Listen to a person speak and count how many words she utters before the first occurrence of the 

personal pronoun “I”. 

Exercise 2 – Events and event spaces 
What is the event space corresponding to exercise 1.3. 

Exercise 3 
Suppose that we know that a sentence chosen at random has a 0.3 probability of containing a 
conjunction and a 0.4 probability of containing a pronoun. 

1. If we assume independence between containing a pronoun and a conjunction, what is the 
probability that a sentence contains both a pronoun and a conjunction? 

2. And what is the probability it contains a pronoun but no conjunction? 
3. It turns out that the probability for containing both a pronoun and a conjunction is 0.2. Are the 

two events independent. 
4. What is the probability that a sentence which contains a pronoun also contains a conjunction? 

Exercise 4 
Ola: Don’t you know that “med” can be a noun in Norwegian in addition to a preposition? Your tagger 
can’t handle that. 
Kari: Yes, I know. But less than one in a thousand real occurrences of “med” is a noun. If I include it in the 
tagger, it adds spurious sentence analyses. I therefore decided to ignore it. 
Ola: Well that is not necessary anymore. You see, I ‘ve made this ingenious program which identifies 95% 
of “med” correctly. Both ways! More than 95% of the preposition occurrences are identified as 
prepositions and at least 95% of the noun occurrences are identified as nouns.  
Kari: No thank you. That’s not good enough.  I don’t think that will improve my tagger. 
 
What is Kari’s argument here? 

Exercise 5 
Consider the sample space of all English wordforms. We may define several stochastic variables from this 
sample space. One categoric stochastic variable is the part-of-speech or word class of the wordform with 



value space: {Noun, Verb, …}. One numeric stochastic variable is the number of characters in the 
wordform. 

1. Define two other categoric stochastic variables and specify the value space for each of them 
2. Define two other numeric random variables and specify their value space. 

Exercise 6 
Consider the space of all sequences of English words. 

1. Define three different categoric stochastic variables on this space and specify their value space. 
2. Define three different numeric random variables on this space. 
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